During periods of intense geomagnetic activity, strong electric fields and currents penetrate from the magnetosphere into high-latitude ionosphere where they dissipate energy, form electrojets, and excite plasma instabilities in the E -region ionosphere. These instabilities give rise to plasma turbulence which induces non-linear currents and strong anomalous electron heating (AEH) as observed by radars. These two effects can increase the global ionospheric conductances. This paper analyzes the energy budget in the electrojet, while the companion paper applies this analysis to develop a model of anomalous conductivity and frictional heating useful in large-scale simulations and models of the geospace environment. Employing first principles, this paper proves for the general case an earlier conjecture that the source of energy for plasma turbulence and anomalous heating equals the work by external field on the non-linear current. Using a two-fluid model of an arbitrarily magnetized plasma and the quasilinear approximation, this paper describes the energy conversion process, calculates the partial sources of anomalous heating, and reconciles the apparent contradiction between the inherently 2-D non-linear current and the 3-D nature of AEH.
Introduction
At high latitudes, the large-scale electric field, E0, from the solar wind and Earth's magnetosphere penetrates to the ionosphere. Across the E /upperD-region altitudes, roughly between 80 and 130 km, the electrons are strongly magnetized, while the ions become at least partially demagnetized due to frequent collisions with the neutral atmosphere. This demagnetization slows the drifting ions down, making the E0 × B0 drift of electrons into strong Hall currents named high-latitude electrojets. In the global picture of magnetosphere-ionosphere (MI) coupling, this is the region where field-aligned magnetospheric currents close and dissipate energy.
Electrojet currents often drive plasma instabilities that generate electrostatic field fluctuations coupled to plasma density irregularities. These fluctuations have low frequencies, usually smaller than the average frequencies of electron and ion collisions with neutrals, νe,i, while the corresponding wavelengths in the unstable range exceed the ion mean free path. Density irregularities, usually in the range from tens of centimeters to tens of meters, are routinely detected as strong coherent radar echoes [e.g., Cohen and Bowles, 1967; Balsley and Farley, 1971; Crochet et al., 1979; Kudeki et al., 1987] . Rocket flights through the lower ionosphere have detected also electrostatic field fluctuations [e.g., Pfaff et al., 1987 Pfaff et al., , 1992 Pfaff et al., , 1997 Rose et al., 1992; Fukao et al., 1998 ]. These irregularities and fluctuations are caused by variety of instabilities including the Farley-Buneman (FB) [Farley, 1963; Buneman, 1963] , gradient drift [Hoh, 1963; Maeda et al., 1963] , and thermal instabilities Sudan, 1995, 1997; Kagan and Kelley, 2000; Dimant and Oppenheim, 2004] . The FB instability is excited when the relative velocity between the average electron and ion streams exceeds the local ion-acoustic speed. At high latitudes, this usually occurs when E0 ≡ | E0| exceeds the threshold value of about 20 mV/m. These and much stronger fields are not Copyright 2013 by the American Geophysical Union. 0148-0227/13/$9.00 uncommon in the sub-auroral, auroral, and polar cap areas, especially during magnetospheric storms and substorms.
Small-scale fluctuations generated by these instabilities can cause enormous anomalous electron heating (AEH). For about thirty years, radars have observed strong electron temperature elevations from 300-500 K up to more than 4000 K, correlating with strong convection fields E0 [Schlegel and St.-Maurice, 1981; Providakes et al., 1988; Stauning and Olesen, 1989; St.-Maurice et al., 1990; Williams et al., 1992; Foster and Erickson, 2000; Bahcivan, 2007] . Simple estimates show that regular ohmic heating by E0 alone cannot account in full measure for such huge temperature elevations. A strong correlation between AEH and E0, as well as other physical arguments, shows that average heating by FB-generated turbulent electric fields causes AEH [St.-Maurice and Laher , 1985; Robinson, 1986 Robinson, , 1992 Providakes et al., 1988; St.-Maurice, 1987 , 1990 Dimant and Milikh, 2003] . AEH occurs largely because the turbulent electrostatic field, δ E = −∇δΦ, has a small component δ E || parallel to the geomagnetic field B0 [St. -Maurice and Laher , 1985; Providakes et al., 1988; Dimant and Milikh, 2003; Milikh and Dimant, 2003; Bahcivan et al., 2006] . The importance of δ E || makes the entire process fully 3-D.
Anomalous electron heating can modify ionospheric conductances and hence affect the coupling between the magnetosphere and ionosphere. Any electron heating directly affects the temperature-dependent electron-neutral collision frequency and, hence, the electron part of the Pedersen conductivity. This part, however, is usually small compared to the electron Hall and ion Pedersen conductivities. However, AEH causes a gradual elevation of the mean plasma density within the anomalously heated regions by reducing the local plasma recombination rate [Gurevich, 1978; St.-Maurice, 1990; Dimant and Milikh, 2003; Milikh et al., 2006] . The AEH-induced plasma density elevations increase all conductivities in proportion. However, this mechanism requires tens of seconds or even minutes because of the slow development of the ionization-recombination equilibrium. If E0 changes faster than the characteristic recombination timescale then its time-averaged effect on density will be smoothed and reduced.
Plasma turbulence, however, can directly modify local ionospheric conductivities via a wave-induced non-linear current (NC) associated with plasma density irregularities [Rogister and Jamin, 1975; Oppenheim, 1997; Buchert et al., 2006] . The physical nature of the NC is explained in Fig. 1 for magnetized electrons and unmagnetized ions. The wave field, δ E, has different signs in the wave density maxima and minima, so that the corresponding δ E × B0-drifts of magnetized electrons have opposite directions. As a result, more electrons drift along the maxima than in the opposite direction along the minima, producing a net non-linear current density, jNC. At higher E -region altitudes, partially magnetized ions can also contribute to this current. Relative density perturbations in saturated FB turbulence may reach at most tens percent, while the rms turbulent field, δ E 2 1/2 , is comparable to E0 (the angular brackets here and below denote spatial-temporal averaging). As a result, the total NC, considered as a plasma response to the external electric field E0, amounts to only a fraction of the regular electrojet Hall current. However, in most of the electrojet the NC is directed largely parallel to E0, so that it may increase significantly the much smaller Pedersen conductivity. This is critically important because the Pedersen conductivity allows the MI field-aligned currents to close and dissipate energy. The combined effect of the NC and AEH makes the ionosphere less resistive. The anomalous conductance may, at least partially, account for systematic overestimates of the total cross-polar cap potential in global MHD models that employ laminar conductivities [e.g., Winglee et al., 1997; Raeder et al., 1998 Raeder et al., , 2001 Siscoe et al., 2002; Ober et al., 2003; Merkin et al., 2005a Merkin et al., , b, 2007 Guild et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008] .
Furthermore, the NC and AEH are intrinsically related. As discussed in this paper, the work by the external DC electric field on the total current equals the total field energy input to ionosphere (total Joule heating), including that responsible for AEH. On the other hand, the total frictional Figure 1 . Formation of a net non-linear current (NC) at a given wave of plasma compression/decompression with the wavevector k in the E0 × B0-direction. The wave electrostatic field, δ E k, has opposite directions in the plasma density maxima (δn > 0) and minima (δn < 0), resulting in the oppositely directed δ E × B0 drifts of magnetized electrons. More negatively charged particles move in the − E0 than those in the opposite direction, resulting in formation of the net positive current, jNC, parallel to E0.
heating of electrons and ions effectively increases wave dissipation and reduces the turbulence intensity, thus affecting the NC. The process of anomalous energy deposition from the magnetosphere to ionosphere has been recently studied by Buchert et al. [2006] . They showed that the apparent average turbulent energy deposition per unit volume and time, δ E · δ j , equals zero (here δ j is the fluctuation of the total current density j; a number of notations in this paper differ from those of Buchert et al. [2006] ). The authors deduced that the total energy per unit volume and time lost by the external field E0 to particles equals the total work performed by this field on the total average current, j = j0 + jNC ( j0 is the laminar current density). They suggested that the actual energy input for the instability development and turbulenceinduced energy losses equals E0 · jNC. Their calculations supported this remarkable conjecture, but provided no complete proof since their quantitative analysis was based on an oversimplified and restrictive model. First and most importantly, they studied only 2-D turbulence in a perpendicular to B0 plane. The authors did not state the 2-D restriction explicitly, but it becomes evident from their Eqs. (17) and (18) which effectively exclude k . Due to this, their treatment leaves out the key 3-D energy conversion process primarily responsible for AEH. Secondly, they employed the simplest two-fluid model with fully demagnetized ions. This widely used approximation is good for most of the electrojet but fails at its top part, right where the Pedersen conductivity reaches its maximum. Thirdly, their calculations of NC and other average terms were fully based on a quasilinear, narrowband approximation for FB waves. In this approximation, turbulence consists of relatively small-amplitude waves which are described by linear relations with narrowband wave frequencies. In many cases, this is a reasonable approach, although its applicability is less justified for the driving electric field well above the instability threshold, when the effect of AEH is especially strong.
These restrictions and some inconclusiveness associated with them raise a number of important questions. First and foremost, is the conjecture about E0 · jNC as the energy input for plasma turbulence really true? If so, then this fundamental fact should follow directly from the first principles and be universally applicable. In particular, it has to be valid for arbitrarily magnetized particles and strongly non-linear processes. Then, is it possible to deduce this fact from a general viewpoint with no or minimal approximations? Second, presuming that E0 · jNC is the correct energy input, then how is it compatible with the 3-D effect of AEH largely associated with small δ E ? This question arises because jNC, as well as E0, lies almost precisely in the plane perpendicular to B0 with no average contribution from k . Recently, we performed a number of 2-D and 3-D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations in big periodic boxes with unprecedentedly dense meshes and large numbers of PIC particles . Comparing the 2-D and 3-D results for the same background parameters, we have obtained compelling evidence that anomalous electron heating related to plasma structuring along B0 does exist. Then, how could essentially 3-D heating originate from the 2-D energy input? Further, how this energy input is distributed between various groups of particles? This is important for making accurate estimates of anomalous heating for different particle groups. During strong magnetospheric events, what feedback of developed E -region turbulence on global MHD behavior of the magnetosphere might be expected? How to quantify this effect for including it in global MHD codes intended for space weather predictions? Finally, what channels provide the corresponding energy flow between the magnetosphere and E /D-region ionosphere?
In this paper, we address these issues and create a rigorous basis for calculating anomalous conductivities in the companion paper . We start by confirming from first principles that fully saturated turbulence does yield δ E · δ j = 0, then confirm the Buchert et al. [2006] deduction regarding the turbulent energy input and establish its universal validity. In order to quantitatively develop a 3-D model of AEH and resolve the apparent contradiction between this interpretation and the 2-D nature of the energy input, we perform specific calculations for the case of arbitrary particle magnetization, using a quasilinear approximation. We calculate the non-linear current, total energy input, and partial average frictional heating sources for both electrons and ions in terms of a given spectrum of density irregularities. We show that the major quantitative difference between 2-D and 3-D developed turbulence lies in the magnitude of density perturbations. These perturbations and the non-linear current proportional to them are noticeably larger in 3-D than in 2-D. This difference explains the larger energy input in 3-D and is responsible for AEH caused by turbulent fields, thus resolving the abovementioned contradiction.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, using only first principles with no approximations, we confirm for the general case the Buchert et al. [2006] findings regarding the energy input. In Sect. 3, we develop a quasilinear approach, similar to that of Buchert et al. [2006] , but for the general 3-D case of arbitrarily magnetized particles. This allows us to calculates partial non-linear currents, relevant energy inputs, and frictional heating sources. In Sect. 4, we discuss global energy flow between the magnetosphere and ionosphere. In the appendix, we check the validity of the conventional electrostatic approximation for lower-ionosphere wave processes.
Energy Conversion: First Principle Consideration
In this section, we derive general relations regarding the average energy input in quasi-periodic systems and show how the Buchert et al. [2006] deductions follow from fundamental electrodynamic and plasma kinetics principles with no approximations like electrostatics, quasi-neutrality, fluidmodel description, etc.
First, we consider the evolution of the field energy in plasmas by considering the exact electrodynamics, starting with Ampere's and Faraday's laws,
where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, c is the speed of light in vacuum, E and B are the electric field and magnetic induction, and j is the total current density. Taking scalar products of Eq. (1a) with ε0 E, Eq. (1b) with ε0c 2 B and adding the results, we obtain the standard energy balance equation (aka Poynting's theorem):
where
are the field energy density and the corresponding flux (the Poynting vector), respectively; µ0 = (ε0c 2 ) −1 is the permeability of free space. Now we need to find j from the plasma. The dynamics of individual particles of type s, such as electrons or ions (s = e, i), is accurately described by Boltzmann's kinetic equation, which can be written in the 6-D divergence form as
Here vs is the kinetic velocity of the particles-s, while fs( r, t, vs) is their single-particle velocity distribution function normalized to the particle-s density, ns ≡ fsd 3 vs (the integration here and below is performed over the entire 3-D velocity space); qs and ms are the particle charge and mass; Ss is the collisional operator which includes particles collisions and can also include the ionization sources and recombination losses; for simplicity, we disregard effects of gravity. Multiplying Eq. (4) by msv 2 s /2, integrating over the velocity space, and adding the results for all plasma particles, we obtain the energy balance relation for plasma,
Here Es ≡ (msv 2 s /2) fsd 3 vs and Ks ≡ (msv 2 s /2) vsfsd 3 vs are the average particle energy and energy-flux densities, respectively; Ls ≡ (msv 2 s /2)Ssd 3 vs combines all collisional energy gains and losses; j ≡ s qsns Vs, is the total current density, the same as in Eq. (2); Vs ≡ vsfsd 3 vs/ns is the particle-s mean fluid velocity. In the general case, the particle energy density Es combines the mean thermal energy, 3nsTs/2, where Ts ≡ [ms(vs − Vs) 2 /3]fsd 3 vs/ns is the effective particle temperature, with the kinetic energy density of the mean particle flow, nsmsV 2 s /2. Comparison of Eqs. (2) and (5) shows that E· j is the total energy input from the fields to particles per unit volume and time. The energy deposited in an individual group of particles at a given location may be then slightly redistributed via Coulomb collisions and transported to other locations. Eventually, this energy becomes lost to the abundant neutral atmosphere via predominantly inelastic plasma-neutral collisions.
General Eqs. (2) and (5) apply to all plasma processes, linear or non-linear. To specifically discuss turbulent processes, we need to separate them from the slowly evolving and large-scale regular background structures and processes. This can be done by using a conventional two-scale approach in which macroscopic background structures and processes are presumed to have much longer characteristic spatial and temporal scales than does the turbulence. The physical conditions in the E -region plasma make this procedure more applicable to plasma irregularities generated by local instability mechanisms, such as the Farley-Buneman (FB) and thermal-driven instabilities [Dimant and Sudan, 1997; Kagan and Kelley, 2000; Dimant and Oppenheim, 2004] than for relatively large-scale irregularities generated by plasma gradients.
We assume that plasma turbulence generated by instabilities consists mostly of waves whose wavelengths λi in each direction i are much smaller than the corresponding typical scales of spatial variation of the macroscopic background parameters, Λi. Then, for any given location r, we can build an imaginary rectilinear box centered around r with the sizes Li that satisfy the conditions λi Li Λi. The characteristic scales in different directions i can differ dramatically. For example, the wavelengths of nearly fieldaligned irregularities parallel to B0 are generally orders of magnitude larger that those perpendicular to B0, so that the corresponding box sizes would also be vastly different. Within the imaginary box, we can extend the background parameters from the box center r uniformly to the entire box and impose periodic boundary conditions. This approach is widely employed in computer simulations.
We can similarly describe the temporal evolution of the process by presuming long-lasting non-linearly saturated turbulence in a quasi-stationary background. This implies a continuous driving of instability and allows one to introduce a quasi-period T , analogous to Li, which is much longer than typical timescales of turbulent variations but is much shorter than a characteristic timescale of slow evolution of the macroscopic background.
To implement the two-scale procedure, we introduce the following convention. We denote the short-scale and fast periodic variables for turbulent processes by x = (x1, x2, x3) and t, while denoting the corresponding coordinates and time of large-scale and slow background variations by r and τ , respectively. With respect to the periodic coordinates x and time t, we define a spatial-temporal average as
In general, such averages can remain functions of the slow variables r and τ . This description of turbulence does not require the ensemble averaging employed by Buchert et al. [2006] .
Having implemented this procedure, we split the quasiperiodic fields and currents into their r,τ -dependent average parts and the corresponding local periodic perturbations,
Using δ E = δ j = 0, we obtain for the average energy deposition term
One might naively interpret the first term on the right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. (8) as the energy input from the background fields to the undisturbed plasma, while the second term as the corresponding average contribution from the turbulent fields. As mentioned in the Introduction, Buchert et al. [2006] found, using a simplified model, that δ E · δ j equals zero by the following formal mathematical reason. If one expands this term further in terms of the mean particle fluid velocities to the lowest-order quadratic non-linearity then the expected total turbulent frictional heating term, s qsns0 δ E · δ Vs , turns out to be automatically canceled by a density perturbation term, s qs δnsδ E · Vs0 (here δns and δ Vs are the perturbations of the densities and particle fluid velocities). Right below we show that for purely periodic and spatially homogeneous turbulence the equality δ E · δ j = 0 is a natural and universal constraint, required merely by the imposed periodicity. This constraint follows directly from exact Maxwell's equations without invoking specific plasma models.
Indeed, Maxwell's equations are linear, allowing the separation of the average quantities from wave perturbations. The perturbations depend on the small-scale, quasi-periodic variables, x, t, and can also have an adiabatically slow r, τ -dependence due to background inhomogeneities and evolution. In principle, the inhomogeneous background parameters may evolve in such a way that an instability threshold is crossed, resulting in sudden onset or disappearance of instability in some locations at certain moments of time. Such instances, analogous to second-order phase transitions [Landau and Lifshitz , 2000] , break the validity of our two-scale approximation and deserve a special treatment that lies beyond the framework of this paper. Apart from these special occasions, we can apply to the perturbations of the fields and current the same steps that lead to Eq. (2). Averaging the result in accord with the definition of Eq. (6), we obtain
(9) Then for saturated turbulence with constant average characteristics in a strictly periodic box, the left-hand side (LHS) of Eq. (9) disappears, yielding
regardless of the specific fluid or kinetic models employed for the plasma description. For strictly periodic processes, this result is exact. One can also obtain it directly from the discrete Fourier harmonics of the electric field and current. We do this right below and also demonstrate that electrostatic and quasi-neutral approximations do not lift this exact electrodynamic constraint. We start by introducing spatial and temporal Fourier harmonics of wave perturbations for general, linear or nonlinear, periodic processes. Since we imply saturated turbulence in a 4-D box (3-D space + time) with periodic boundary conditions, it is logical to employ the 4-D discrete Fourier transformation. For easy reading, we assign to the Fourier transforms the notations of the original variables but with additional subscripts k, ω. For a scalar or vector periodic perturbation δF ( x, t) as a function of coordinates xi and time t, we define such transformations within the 4-D box of the corresponding sizes Li and the quasi-period T as
Here the k, ω = 0 summation is taken over all discrete values of k, ki = 2πni/Li, ω = 2πm/T , with integer ni, m, while the integration is performed over the entire 4-D box, as in Eq. (6). Since we apply the discrete Fourier transforms only to the perturbations, we exclude from the summation over harmonics the average values corresponding to k, ω = 0. In terms of their Fourier harmonics, δA k,ω and δB k,ω , the spatial-temporal average of any product, scalar or vector, of two functions A( x, t) and B( x, t), is given by
(12) Our current discrete-transform normalization differs from the continuous one in Buchert et al. [2006] and allows to avoid the emergence of extraneous factors like V T (V = L1L2L3) and (2π) 4 in the explicit physical expressions for average quadratically non-linear quantities [e.g., Buchert et al., 2006, Eqs. (6) - (8), (19) - (26), etc.].
Using Fourier transforms, we now prove Eq. (10) in a more direct way. Applying Eq. (11) to Eq. (1), for a given Fourier harmonic, we obtain
(13) Making a cross-product of Eq. (13) with k and using k · δ B k,ω = 0, we express the field perturbations in terms of DIMANT AND OPPENHEIM: M-I TURBULENT COUPLING: ENERGY BUDGET X -5
In a long-lived quasi-periodic non-linearly saturated state, all wave frequencies ω must be real, so that Eq. (15) yields Re(δ E k,ω · δ j * k,ω ) = 0, i.e., Eq. (10). General Eq. (10) represents a strict constraint that follows from the full electrodynamics of quasi-periodic processes, but it is not obvious that it should hold for the electrostatic and quasi-neutrality approximations. The following demonstrates that these approximations do not lift this constraint.
Indeed, the electron and ion continuity equations combined yield e∂t(δne − δni) = ∇δ j, so that eω(δn i k,ω − δn e k,ω ) = k · δ j k,ω . Combining this with Poisson's equation, ε0∇ · δ E = e(δne − δni), we obtain
For an electrostatic field, we have δ E k,ω = |δ E i k,ω |( k/k), so that Eqs. (12) and (16) yield
If we add quasi-neutrality, ∇ · δ j = 0, i.e., k · δ j k,ω = 0 for individual harmonics, then the satisfaction of Eq. (10) becomes obvious even without assumption of real ω,
Equation (10) does not mean, however, that developed plasma turbulence makes no contribution to the average particle heating. This would certainly contradict both observations and PIC simulations. The paradox can be resolved as follows. The average electric field is merely the external field, E = E0, while j = j0, where j0 ≡ s qsns0 Vs0 is the undisturbed current density determined by the laminar plasma response to E0. In addition to j0, the total average current density, j , includes a wave-induced direct NC [Rogister and Jamin, 1975; Oppenheim, 1997; Buchert et al., 2006] ,
The total average loss of field energy to particles per unit volume and time is given by E · j . The corresponding energy dissipation in the laminar ionosphere with no instabilities is given by E0 · j0. Then the total energy dissipation exclusively due to plasma turbulence is L turb ≡ E · j − E0 · j0. Using Eqs. (10) and (19), one can easily establish that
Thus, it is formally the work by the external electric field on the non-linear current, PNC, rather than δ E · δ j , that provides the required turbulent energy deposition for all kinds of anomalous heating of plasma particles. Buchert et al. [2006] showed this for the restricted case of fluid plasmas with fully unmagnetized ions and a quasilinear wave description, but did not establish it in the general case. We have just demonstrated that this fundamental result follows directly from the general field electrodynamics and no specific plasma models. By their physical meaning and according to Eq. (20) each of the two equal quantities L turb and PNC can be named "turbulent Joule heating." Rigorously speaking, exact Eqs. (10) and (20) apply only to a homogeneous and stationary background. For mildly inhomogeneous and slowly evolving background parameters, Eq. (9) can be treated using a regular perturbation technique. The zero-order approximation, corresponding to a given turbulence level within an isolated box with a uniform background and periodic boundary conditions and, hence, not affected by the outside inhomogeneity, yields Eq. (10). To reach a next-order accuracy, one has to establish the zero-order parameter dependence of non-linearly saturated turbulence characteristics, using, e.g., a series of computer simulations with periodic boundary conditions but various background parameters. Given the large-scale spatial dependence and slow evolution of the background parameters, one could calculate then the LHS of Eq. (9). This would yield the first-order, potentially non-zero, values for δ E ·δ j on the RHS. Under applicability of our two-scale approach, however, such possible finite values of δ E · δ j will automatically be small compared to the nearly balancing each other leading terms in the expanded form of δ E · δ j with δ j = s qs( Vs0δn + n0δ Vs + δnδ Vs), creating only a relatively small mismatch between L turb and PNC.
Below we calculate energies deposited among individual particle groups using an approach similar to that used by Buchert et al. [2006] , except that we will apply it to a system with arbitrarily magnetized electrons and ions. This applies to all altitudes across the entire E region down to the upper D region. As mentioned above, Buchert et al. [2006] actually performed a 2-D treatment. We consider here fully 3-D turbulence, which is crucial for anomalous electron heating. Note that the total energy input spent on anomalous heating of plasma particles is less than PNC because a fraction of the deposited energy via collisions goes directly to colliding neutrals and has no chance to heat the plasma.
Partial Energy Deposit: Quasilinear Approximation
In this section, we employ Fourier harmonics in a 3-D periodic box in order to identify the effect of the parallel turbulent electric field. Our results apply to all regions that contribute to the total ionospheric conductances, from the top electrojet down to the potentially unstable D-region [Kelley, 2009] . Similar processes can occur in other plasma media, like the Solar chromosphere [Liperovsky et al., 2000; Fontenla et al., 2008; Gogoberidze et al., 2009] , other planetary ionospheres, and laboratory plasma [D'Angelo et al., 1974; John and Saxena, 1975; Koepke, 2008] , despite the dramatic differences in parameters. Lastly, these calculations for arbitrarily magnetized plasma serve as an additional verification of the general relations obtained in the previous section from first principles.
In this paper, we restrict ionospheric particles to electrons and a single species of ions, adopting the quasi-neutrality, ne ≈ ni = n. Similarly to Buchert et al. [2006] , we apply here a quasilinear approximation, by which we imply that separate Fourier harmonics of predominantly electrostatic field and plasma density fluctuations are coupled through simple linear relations. Using these relations, we calculate then quadratically non-linear averages in terms of given spatial-temporal turbulence spectra.
This section is organized as follows. In Sect. 3.1, we obtain linear relationships to first-order accuracy and explain what we mean by the different orders. These first-order relations provide the linear wave frequencies and relations between the electrostatic potential and density perturbations.
In Sect. 3.2 we calculate the partial and total non-linear currents in terms of a given spectrum of irregularities. In Sect. 3.3, we calculate partial energy inputs and turbulent heating of electrons and ions and verify that general Eqs. (10) and (20) remain in this approximation exactly valid. Fejer et al. [1984] studied the linear theory of collisional waves for strongly magnetized electrons and arbitrarily magnetized ions. On the other hand, Buchert et al. [2006] assumed arbitrarily magnetized electrons but unmagnetized ions. Since no one has published the general 3-D linear relations that cover all cases, we do this here and a more general version in the appendix of the companion paper . In reasonable agreement with our PIC simulations, we assume that most of developed turbulence lies in the long-wavelength, low-frequency range of kli 1 and ω νi, where ω is the wave frequency and li is the mean free path of ions with respect to dominant ion-neutral collisions. This allows us to employ a two-fluid, as opposed to kinetic, model and order various terms in the momentum equations with respect to the small parameters kli and ω/νi. In this ordering, particle inertia and pressure gradients are second-order effects and can be neglected. This first-order approximation yields a dispersion relation and the corresponding relation between fluctuations of the plasma density and electrostatic potential. These relations are common for all E /D-region plasma instabilities [Dimant and Oppenheim, 2004] . The neglected second-order corrections are crucial for the linear wave dissipation and instability driving, but they are of less importance to the spatially/temporally averaged energy transfer and plasma heating. To the secondorder accuracy, the general linear wave theory for arbitrarily magnetized plasmas is developed in the appendix of Dimant and Oppenheim [2011] .
First-Order Linear Wave Relations
Though we discuss here the linear wave relationships, that does not mean that we consider the linear stage of instability. On the contrary, we assume a fully developed and non-linearly saturated turbulence in which the linear wave growth is balanced by non-linearities. However, we presume that these non-linearities only weakly modify the linear wave relationships, so that we include all non-linear terms, along with the instability driving or damping terms, into the second-order corrections and neglect their feedback on the first-order relations.
Under the first-order approximation, each group of particles has only two balancing forces: the Lorentz force and resistive collisional friction,
where s = e, i; we presume Vs lies a neutral frame of reference and an undisturbed magnetic field, B = B0. Introducing the conventional magnetization parameters, κs ≡ Ωs/νs, where Ωs = |qs|B/ms are the electron and ion gyrofrequencies, we obtain from Eq. (21)
with the subscripts , ⊥ denoting the components parallel and perpendicular to B, respectively; here B ≡ | B| and b ≡ B/B.
Further, we calculate the relative mean velocity between electrons and ions, U ≡ Ve − Vi, which plays an important role in many relations. Equations (22) and (23) give
Reversing Eq. (24), we obtain
so that Eqs. (22) and (23) yield the following mean drift velocities of electrons and ions in terms of their relative velocity:
All these linear expressions can be applied separately to the undisturbed quantities and wave perturbations. Now we consider wave perturbations of the field, plasma density, and fluid velocities and apply to them the discrete Fourier transforms introduced by Eq. (11). Note that the neglect of non-linear terms with respect to wave perturbations leads to a unique k-dependence of the wave frequency, ω = ω k ( k), via the corresponding first-order linear dispersion relation. Such unique dependence may break the presumed discreteness of the wave frequency, ω = 2πm/T . However, the quasi-period T can always be chosen sufficiently long so that the interval between adjacent discrete frequencies, ∆ω = 2π/T , becomes much less than the finite spectral width around ω = ω k ; see also the discussion below in the paragraph following Eq. (40).
Expressing velocity perturbations, δ V e,i k,ω , in terms of the electrostatic potential perturbations, δΦ k,ω , via δ E k,ω = −i kδΦ k,ω , we obtain from Eqs. (22) and (23):
Writing the quasi-neutral continuity equations as
where we neglected wave variations of ionization-recombination balance, and linearizing them with respect to density perturbations, δn k,ω , we obtain
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Here Ω (i) k ≡ ω − k · Vi0 is the linear wave frequency in the ion frame; δ U k,ω = δ V e k,ω − δ V i k,ω , and, according to Eq. (24),
Using Eq. (28), we obtain
so that
The 2-D parameter ψ ⊥ is conventional. The newly defined 3-D parameter ψ k generalizes the traditional 3-D parameter 1 [e.g., Farley, 1996] . In a more general case of κ 2 e 1 but arbitrary κi, the parameter ψ k replaces the product (1 + κ 2 i )ψ [Fejer et al., 1984] . In the lower ionosphere, the difference between the two is negligible, (1 + κ
−4 Dimant and Oppenheim, 2004] .
Using Eqs. (32) and (33), we obtain from Eq. (30) the first-order relation between the linear fluctuations of the density and electrostatic potential,
as well as the expression for the first-order wave frequency in the ion frame,
In the neutral frame, the corresponding frequency, ω k = Ω
When obtaining these expressions, we used the easily derived relation
As might be expected for arbitrarily magnetized electrons and ions, Eqs. (35) and (37) are symmetric with respect to the interchange between electrons and ions that requires κi,e ↔ κe,i and U0 ↔ − U0. Equation (36) for the Dopplershifted frequency in the ion frame, Ω
, is symmetric with respect to a similar expression for the wave frequency in the electron frame, Ω
Notice that for prevalent waves with positive k· U0 the shifted electron frequency Ω (e) k is always negative, while the corresponding ion frequency Ω (i) k is positive. This reflects the fact that such waves, regardless of the particle magnetization, always lag behind the streaming electrons but move ahead of the ions.
Despite the formal symmetry in the general relations between electrons and ions, their actual contributions are not equivalent. In the lower ionosphere, since mi 30 amu and νe/νi 10 [Kelley, 2009] , the ratio κe/κi is huge, κe/κi 5500. Then practically everywhere, except for the D-region altitudes below 80 km, electrons are strongly magnetized, κe 1, whilst in most of the E /D-region electrojet ions are largely unmagnetized, κi 1, reaching only a partial magnetization, κi 1, above 110 km. Apart from the D-region altitudes but practically throughout the entire electrojet, setting κe 1 with arbitrary κi, we reduce Eqs. (34) to (37) to simpler relations [Fejer et al., 1984] :
.
For unmagnetized ions, κi 1, Eq. (40) reduces further to the conventional relations [Farley, 1996] .
Recall that all these relations represent only the firstorder approximation with respect to the small parameters kli and ω/νi. Neglect of pressure gradients, particle inertia, etc., results in the highest-order dispersion relation for the real part of the linear wave frequency, Eq. (37). It contains no π/2-phase shifted corrections that determine the linear wave growth or damping. For arbitrary particle magnetization, the corresponding second-order corrections to the dispersion relation for the FB and gradient drift instabilities are obtained in the appendix of Dimant and Oppenheim [2011] . We should bear in mind, however, that our quasi-periodic description of the non-linearly saturated steady state requires all wave frequencies to be strictly real. This implies that the second-order destabilizing linear factors are on average balanced by non-linearities. Furthermore, non-linearly saturated turbulence itself has a strongly time-varying character caused by dynamic mode-coupling [e.g., Hamza and St.-Maurice, 1993a, b; Dimant, 2000] . All this breaks the narrowband approximation for which any wave frequency ω, via the linear dispersion relation, is uniquely determined by the corresponding wavevector k, ω ≈ ω k . This means that the δ-function dependence of the frequency spectrum is actually spread over a finite band around ω k . Accurate theoretical description of such non-linearly saturated states is extremely difficult, especially for strong turbulence generated by the driving field well above the instability threshold. To avoid serious difficulties and mathematical complexities, we will continue using first-order linear relations like Eqs. (28) and (35) and neglect next-order linear and non-linear corrections. We expect the corresponding errors to be reasonably small, although these expectations need additional testing.
Non-linear Currents
As shown in Sect. 2, the non-linear current (NC) plays an important role in energy conversion. To further clarify its physical meaning, we calculate separately NCs for electrons and ions, j NC s (s = e, i), in terms of a given densityirregularity spectrum, δn k,ω . These partial currents will be used in Sect. 3.3 for comparison of the partial turbulent Joule heating, E0 · j NC s , with the corresponding frictional heating terms.
Using Eqs. (12), (28), and (35), we obtain the partial electron NC density, j NC e ≡ −e δnδ Ve = −e k,ω =0 δn * k δ V e k :
Similarly, we obtain the partial ion NC density, j NC i ≡ e δnδ Vi = e k,ω =0 δn * k δ V i k , which differs from Eq. (41) by the replacement κe,i ↔ κi,e and the "plus" sign in front of ( k ⊥ ×b). The total NC, j NC ≡ −e δnδ U = −e k,ω =0 δn * k δ U k , is then given by
At altitudes above 100 km, where both κe 1 κi and κiκe = ψ 
while the ion non-linear current turns out to be negligible compared to that of electrons, j NC e ≈ j NC . We expect no spectral asymmetry along B, so that k,ω =0 f (k 2 ⊥ ) k = 0. As a result, the NC density, j NC ⊥ B, reduces in this limit to
Within the bulk electrojet where ions are unmagnetized, κi 1, the k-spectrum of irregularities is largely perpendicular to E0, so that j NC has there a predominantly Pedersen direction. This is of paramount importance for the global MI coupling .
Partial Energy Inputs and Turbulent Heating
Calculating the partial energy inputs and frictional heating sources for a specific plasma model and given turbulence spectrum allows to quantitatively understand how the turbulent energy is distributed between different plasma components. Here we obtain such expressions for arbitrarily magnetized two-fluid plasmas in the quasilinear approximation and verify, in particular, that exact Eqs. (10) and (20) remain exactly valid. The turbulent frictional heating sources found here could be included into ionospherethermosphere computer models, as explained in the companion paper .
Multiplying Eq. (21) by the plasma density and corresponding fluid velocities gives E · js = msνsnV 2 s (45) (s = e, i), where je ≡ −en Ve and ji ≡ en Vi are the electron and ion partial current densities. These expressions relate the work done by the field E on the s-particle currents to the corresponding sources of frictional heating. As mentioned in Sect. 2, the actual frictional heating of s-type particles is smaller than msνsnnV 2 s because a fraction of the acquired field energy equal to ms/(ms + mn) goes immediately to the colliding neutrals without heating the plasma particles [Schunk and Nagy, 2009] . This is especially true for ions with mi mn, whose frictional heating source is nearly half of miνinV 2 i . In what follows, we will refer to msνsnnV 2 s as the s-n 'heating term' with the caveat that the actual sparticle frictional heating is described by mn/(ms + mn) of msνsnV 2 s , while the remaining fraction goes to neutral (n) frictional heating .
Equation (45) includes total field energy losses and plasma heating. The zero-order heating alone, i.e., that without any plasma turbulence, is described by
Subtracting Eq. (46) from Eq. (45) and averaging yields the turbulent heating rates,
where j NC e = −e δnδ Ve and j NC i = e δnδ Vi are the partial electron and ion contributions to the total NC given by Eq. (42). The LHS of Eq. (47) describes the additional average work by electric fields in the turbulent plasma on a given plasma species. The RHS represents the corresponding average turbulent heating per unit volume. It is not obvious, however, that the approximate quasilinear expressions obtained above ensure that the two sides of Eq. (47) are really equal. To verify the equality and clarify the physical meaning of various terms, we will calculate the two sides of Eq. (47) separately.
We start by calculating the RHS of Eq. (47) that describes the frictional heating. The positively determined and dominant term msνsn0 δV 2 s describes energization of individual plasma particles, while the other terms are associated with density variations at a given location. Consistency of the quasilinear approximation requires neglecting the last, cubically non-linear, term. To calculate average quadratically non-linear quantities in terms of given irregularity spectra, we use Eq. (12).
By using Eq. (28), for the dominant electron and ion heating terms, we obtain msνsn0 δV
(48) If κe κi and κe 1 then the ion perpendicular heating dominates over the corresponding electron one, while for the parallel heating the reverse is true. At lower Dregion altitudes, where electrons are partially demagnetized, κi κe 1, the electron heating always prevails. Using Eq. (35), we rewrite Eq. (48) in terms of a given densityirregularity spectrum as meνen0 δV
and similar for ions with the symmetric replacement κe,i ↔ κi,e. Using Eqs. (35) and (38), for the combined heating X -9
rate we obtain meνen0 δV 2 e + miνin0 δV
Equation (50), presented here in terms of both δn k,ω and δΦ k,ω , allows one to understand the quantitative difference between 2-D and 3-D turbulent heating. The 3-D effect of parallel-field dominated turbulent heating Milikh and Dimant, 2003 ] is entirely due to the difference between ψ k and ψ ⊥ in the multipliers (1 + ψ k ). While the total perpendicular turbulent heating is described by the (1 + ψ ⊥ ) component, the total parallel turbulent heating derives from the remainder, 
to be approximately equal in 2-D and 3-D Dimant and Oppenheim, 2011] . According to Eq. (50b), this leads to stronger heating in 3-D compared to 2-D, entirely due to larger density perturbations,
The same pertains to the non-linear currents discussed in Sect. 3.2. All these heuristic inferences have been confirmed by our recent supercomputer PIC simulations .
The second term in the RHS of Eq. (47), calculated by expressing δ Ve,i and Ve,i0 in terms of δ U and U0, using Eq. (27), and U0 ×b in terms of E0, using Eq. (25), is
and similar for electrons, with the symmetric replacement κe,i ↔ κi,e. At higher altitudes, where ψ ⊥ = (κeκi) −1 < 1 and κe 1, the ion component dominates over the electron component, while at lower altitudes, ψ ⊥ > 1, the reverse holds. Adding up the two plasma components gives
In the most of electrojet, these terms are small compared to those in Eq. (50), although at the top of the electrojet they can become comparable. To verify that general Eqs. (10) and (20) exactly hold in our quasilinear calculations, now we proceed to calculating the LHS of Eq. (47). Each of the electron and ion terms, δ E · δ je,i , can be separated into two distinct parts,
where δ E · δ js 1 ≡ −en0 δ Vs · δ E , δ E · δ js 2 ≡ −e Ve0 · δnδ E , and we neglect the cubically non-linear corrections, e δnδ Vs·δ E . Using Eqs. (25) and (28), we find that the first term, δ E · δ js 1, equals the fixed-density frictional heating rate,
while the combination of the electron and ion second terms in Eq. (53) yields
By combining Eqs. (50) and (53)- (55), we verify that, in accord with Eq. (10), δ E · δ j = 0. Due to this, turbulent Joule heating, L turb ≡ E · j − E0 · j0 = E0 · j NC + δ E · δ j , in accord with Eq. (20), equals the total average work of the external electric field on the total non-linear current, PNC ≡ E0 · j NC . This quantity, in turn, should equal the total frictional heating source given by combining the RHS of Eq. (47) for all plasma species. Indeed, using Eq. (42) for j NC , we obtain
which equals the total turbulent heating found by combining Eqs. (50) and (52). Thus, our fluid-model calculations for arbitrarily magnetized plasma particles in the quasilinear approximation have fully confirmed the exact general relations derived in Sect. 2 exclusively from Maxwell's equations. The partial relations for various energy conversion terms show how the deposited field energy is divided between the electron and ion heating channels and allow one to properly interpret the corresponding terms.
Global Energy Flow
Now we discuss how the energy from the Earth's magnetosphere is deposited to the E /D-region electrojet. From the above treatment it is clear that the global energy flow should be analyzed based on the total average currents that include the NCs. To obtain energy balance equations similar to Eqs. (2) for spatially and temporally averaged fields introduced in Eq. (7), we use separate linear Maxwell's equations for the average fields and for disturbances caused by the total average currents, j = j tot ≡ j0 + jNL, as we did in deriving Eq. (9) for the wave perturbations. As a result, ignoring the induction component of E = E0, i.e., assuming ∇ r × E0 = 0, we obtain
where τ , r are the large-scale variables introduced in Sect. 2, and
Here ∆ B ≡ B − B0 is the quasi-stationary large-scale magnetic field disturbance, where by B0 we mean the geomagnetic field undisturbed by the electrojets, ∇ r × B0 = 0, so that ∇ r · E0 × B0 = 0. The disturbance ∆ B is caused by the total average electrojet currents, ∇ × ∆ B ≈ µ0 j tot . It is usually so small, |∆ B| 10 −3 B0, that can be neglected in the expression for the magnetic energy density, B 2 ≈ B 2 0 . However, ∆ B is crucial for the Poynting flux ∆ S that provides a downward flow of field energy from the magnetosphere to the E /D-region ionosphere. Further, bearing in mind that j tot = ← → σ tot · E0, the work of the external field on the total current in the RHS of Eq. (57) can be written as E0 · j tot = σ tot P E 2 0 , where ← → σ tot and σ tot P are the total conductivity tensor and Pedersen conductivity, respectively . In the turbulent electrojet, the quantity σ 
where L is the characteristic size of the electrojet along the nearly vertical magnetic field. The corresponding disturbance of the magnetic field, ∆ B, has a significant component perpendicular to both E0 and B0 with the magnitude ∼ µ0σ tot P E0L . Now we do the same for the plasma. Averaging Eq. (5) over small turbulent scales and neglecting δ E ·δ j , in accord with the analysis of Sect. 2, we obtain
While the RHS of Eq. (57) has only one term describing the total field energy loss to charged particles, the RHS of Eq. (59) has two terms. The first term, E0 · j tot = σ tot P E 2 0 , describes the total Joule heating rate due to the total energy input from the fields. The second term describes particle energy dissipation in the abundant neutral atmosphere. For particle fluxes dominated by the thermal bulk, the two terms almost cancel each other locally, so that the flux divergence term ∇r · s Ks is expected to be much less than ∇ r · ∆ S in Eq. (57). This means that the energy transport of ionospheric particles should be much weaker than that of fields. The reason why the particle energy transport plays a minor role is associated with relatively short mean electron and ion free paths, even in the almost vertical direction along B0. We should bear in mind, however, that the fluxes Ks can also include high-energy precipitating particles that may comprise a significant part of the field-aligned (Birkeland) currents within auroral arcs. These occasions may break the nearly perfect local balance between the Joule heating and atmospheric cooling. Although in these cases |∇r · s Ks | should still remain less than |∇ r ·∆ S|, the two fluxes may be closer to each other than those for the nearly local thermalbulk dominated balance. Now we compare the total field and particle fluxes along the nearly vertical magnetic field in greater detail. We can estimate the particle energy flux magnitude as | s Ks| ∼ E j , where E is an effective energy of charged particles. Using the charge flow conservation, ∇ · j = 0, we estimate the parallel current density as j ∼ L σP E0/LP, where LP is the characteristic scale of current density variations in the Pedersen direction. As a result, we have | s Ks |/|∆ S| ∼ E /(e|∆Φ|), where ∆Φ ∼ LPE0 is the characteristic cross-polar cap potential. Typical values of ∆Φ are ∼ 100 kV. If this current is mainly provided by thermal bulk particles then their energy is many orders of magnitude smaller, E 1 eV. Precipitating particles can have a rather high energy, E 30 keV [e.g., Ashrafi et al., 2005] , so that the particle energy flux can sometimes be comparable to the Poynting flux.
Buchert et al. [2006] in their analysis of global energy flow between the magnetosphere and E -region ionosphere put more stress on the Birkeland currents. These field-aligned currents are important for charge conservation and they provide the MI coupling via particle precipitation. Furthermore, electron fluxes along B0, because of their high parallel mobility, ensure effective mapping of the electric field from the magnetosphere to lower ionosphere. From the energy transport viewpoint, however, our analysis gives preference to the Poynting flux. It is interesting to note that 2-D or 3-D simulations of the E /D-region instabilities in purely periodic boxes have always generated the DC currents j tot in a plane perpendicular to B0. According to Maxwell's equations, j tot must generate quasi-stationary loop-like magnetic disturbances ∆ B, which in the employed electrostatic codes are ignored by definition. Furthermore, such ∆ B would even violate the imposed periodicity, unless one presumes on the 3-D box boundaries surface currents that exactly balance the volumetric currents. If, however, one did not ignore ∆ B then the corresponding Poynting flux, c 2 0 E0 × ∆ B, would be directed inward the box and provide the required energy input.
Summary and Conclusions
Plasma turbulence generated by E /D -region instabilities can contribute significantly to the global energy exchange between the magnetosphere and ionosphere. The spatiallytemporally averaged energy deposit in the turbulent electrojet is given by E0 · j tot , where the total current density j tot , in addition to the regular current density, j0 = ← → σ 0 P · E0, includes the non-linear current (NC) density, j NC , caused by low-altitude plasma turbulence [Rogister and Jamin, 1975; Oppenheim, 1997] . The work of the external field on the NC, E0 · j NC , provides the required energy input for anomalous (turbulent) heating of both electrons and ions [Buchert et al., 2006] . In Sect. 2 we prove this earlier conjecture using first principles with virtually no approximations. Specific fluid-model calculations for arbitrarily magnetized plasma in the quasilinear approximation show how exactly the deposited field energy is distributed between electrons and ions. This yields explicit NC expressions given by Eq. (42), and turbulent sources of anomalous electron and ion heating given by Eq. (49). It has been known for a long time that anomalous electron heating (AEH) is largely a 3-D effect caused by turbulent electric fields parallel to B [St. -Maurice and Laher , 1985; Providakes et al., 1988; Dimant and Milikh, 2003; Bahcivan et al., 2006] . According to the new development, this requires significantly larger E0 · j NC in 3-D than in 2-D. Due to the mirror symmetry along B, neither E0 nor j NC have any significant components in the B direction. The difference in E0 · j NC between the 3-D and 2-D is entirely due to noticeably larger 3-D NC caused by larger density perturbations, as explained in the text below Eq. (50). This prediction has been confirmed by our recent 2-D and 3-D PIC simulations . As discussed in the companion paper , a strong NC, either by itself or combined with AEH Milikh et al., 2006] , can significantly increase the global ionospheric conductances. This may have serious implications for predictive modeling of MI coupling and space weather.
Appendix: Validation of Electrostatic Appoximation
Using some relations obtained in Sect. 2, we now discuss the validity of the electrostatic approximation in describing wave processes in the lower ionosphere. To the best of our knowledge, the electrostatic approximation for the E -region X -11 instabilities has always been employed but no detailed analysis of its validity been done, especially for the general span of magnetization conditions considered in this paper. There are occasions when induction fields in the ionosphere play an important role [e.g., Amm et al., 2008; Vanhamäki et al., 2007] . The main reason why one might question the validity of electrostatic approximation in the description of E /D-region wave processes is that even tiny induction corrections to the wave electric field along B could modify the small parallel turbulent electric field largely responsible for AEH.
To estimate a possible non-electrostatic component of a separate wave field harmonic, δ E k,ω , we split it into the electrostatic (curl-free) part, δ E ES k,ω ≡ ( k·δ E k,ω ) k/k 2 , and the in-
The wave current density, δ j k,ω , is determined by an anisotropic response to the total turbulent electric field, δ E k,ω . Even if the turbulent field is largely electrostatic, δ E k,ω δ E ES k,ω k, this anisotropy can give rise to a nonnegligible component of δ j k,ω which is not parallel to k. According to Eq. (60b), this component generates non-zero k × ( k × δ j k,ω ) = k( k · δ j k,ω ) − k 2 δ j k,ω , i.e., finite δ E . Considering the wave with k in the x, z-plane (ẑ|| B0), neglecting density perturbations, and applying to δ E k,ω the regular linear conductivity, we obtain
where we have restricted ourselves to the regular conductivity tensor ← → σ 0 [Kelley, 2009] , 
Since the anomalous conductivity discussed in the companion paper is of the same order of magnitude at most, then according to Eq. (60) we obtain
where we have neglected σ 0 P compared to σ 0 and k 2 compared to k 2 ⊥ ≈ k 2 . We also have taken into account that in E/D-region processes the wave phase speed, V ph = ω/k, is many orders of magnitude less than the speed of light, so that ω 2 in the denominator of Eq. (60b) can always be neglected compared to k 2 c 2 . Comparing Eqs. (62) and (63) 
The first inequality pertains to the parallel components of the turbulent electric field, δ E k,ω , while the second, less restrictive, inequality pertains to the corresponding perpendicular components, δ E k,ω⊥ . As mentioned above, breaking of the parallel-field condition may be of importance because δ E k,ω is crucial for AEH. For magnetized electrons, up to the top electrojet where κe 1 and κi ∼ 1, we have σ 
Even for an extremely strong convection electric field of E0 150 mV/m, the wave phase velocity may reach 3 km/s at most, V ph /c 10 −5 , so that this condition holds with a big reserve. Thus for typical E/D-region wave processes the electrostatic approximation is always valid even for small parallel electric-field components, δ E k,ω|| .
